Positioning Tools

Open your team’s minds.
Sharpen your thinking.
Be bold.
Sometimes leaders and management teams need to pause. Rethink.
For 20 years we have guided teams to realise their business potential with
sharper, bolder, effective positioning and marketing choices.
This document includes some of the tools we use with clients. Our sessions
are short and intense. So we’ve stripped the tools down to the essentials to
make them quick to work with. And added a guide so you can use them yourself,
or with your team.
If you need to make progress faster, get in touch. We have no politics, no bias,
and can help move your team to where you need to be.
Kyle Talbot
Founder
kyle.talbot@onefuture.nl
+31 655838182
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Customer Journey
Do you have a good enough understanding of your customers?
Are you designing your service according to what they value?
The better you understand your customer’s state of mind and behaviour,
the more effectively you can make the right decisions and investments, at the right moment, to win.
PRODUCT:

1 Category problem
The customer has an
unsolved problem…

CUSTOMER:

What is the customer
busy with? Make the right
decisions and investments.
What is their role and
responsibility?
How would they describe it?

Where do customers see or
experience your brand?
How are customers feeling...
Inspired? Confused?
Frustrated?
Do you have a clear goal?
Is it measurable?
What occupies most of your
resources at this stage?
From your marketing
activities, sales team,
or your production etc.
Which systems do you rely on.
Salesforce, SAP etc.
Brainstorm ideas to improve
the customer journey to create
preference and competitive
advantage.
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2 Awareness

When customers
find out about us

3 Consideration

What they consider
before selecting us

4 Decision

What makes
them commit

5 Delivery & Feedback
How buying customers
interact with us

6 Relationship
How we stay
engaged

Competitive Advantage
GUIDE
1	have the right roles and
responsibilities in the session
2	which proposition is being
discussed? Company,
or service/product?
3	be honest about what your
customer values, and what
your competitor does well
4	plot ALL the strengths you
have, and then decide which
are unique to you, and which
your customer genuinely values

WHAT
MATTERS TO
CUSTOMERS

WHAT YOU
DO WELL

What we do that customers
care about, and competition
can’t match:
1
2
3
...is sustainable competitive advantage

5	ideally, do the exercise together
with your customer

What you and your competitors
both do that customers value:
1

What your competitor does well
that you can’t match:

2
3

1
2
3
...if you can’t beat them, join them,
or disrupt.

WHAT YOUR
COMPETITOR
DOES WELL

...is your competitive battle ground.

Awesome stuff you’re doing:
1 e.g. Nice office
2
3
...that customers don’t care about.
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Brand Archetypes
Everyone recognises archetypes. Identifying as one archetype
quickly aligns opinions and clarifies future decision making.
NOTES
1	before you start, be clear about which brand you’re
working on - company, division, product/service
2	ask everyone to write down their top three without
discussing with anyone
3c
 ross out all the personalities that definitely do NOT fit
your brand
4	ask everone to share which choices they made and why
5	create a summary of
a) your archetype
b) which archetype is your main competitor
c)	how do customers see you today in reality - is it very
different from your desired archetype?

Innocent

Sage

Explorer

Hero

Outlaw

Magician

Lover

Jester

Everyman

Ruler

Creator

Caregiver

With a positive and kind voice,
this archetype sees the good in
everything.

The Sage is the archetype that has
all the answers.

This archetype wants to travel the
world and experience everything
it has to offer.

6	review your communications, your sales strategy, and
your service design. Do they match your archetype?
Heroes are brave, selfless, stand up
to the bad guy and defend the
underdog.

The Lover archetype is an idealist
aspiring not only for sensual
pleasure, but true love, as well.
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A brand that wants to”Rule them
all” will have a narrative that
demonstrates why they’re the
leader of the industry.

The Outlaw is the archetype that wants
a revolution and is not scared to break
the rules to achieve it.

This archetype is the very
definition of an hedonist - Its only
mission in life is to enjoy it.

Creators (also called builders) are
non-conforming by nature, they
want to build a better world using
the tools at their disposal.

This archetype seems so smart it
sometimes feels supernatural.

The Everyman (or regular guy/girl) just
seems so... reliably normal.

If the Ruler archetype is your boss then
the Caregiver archetype is your parent.

Diagnostic Tool
Twenty two questions to give
HOyour
W ISmarketing
YOUR MAoperation
RKETING aTfitness
EAM PEcheck-up.
RFORMING?
Score your performance onAeffectiveness
diagnostics tooland impact to identify urgent issues to fix.
1 Market Assessment

1	Team exercise, ask team
members to give their
scores pre-meeting.
2 Score each competence
from 1 to 5 for how well
you currently do it, and
how much impact it could
potentially have on your
success.
3 Urgent challenges
become team projects
with a designated owner.

1 Market Assessment
We
have
ourour
finger
on the
We
have
finger
pulse
of
what
drives
on the pulse of what
growth
for our customers
drives growth
for our
customers
and their
and
their customers.
We
customers.
We see
see trends before
our
trends
before our
competitors.
competitors.

2 Competitive Positioning
2 Competitive
We can
clearly articulate
Positioning
our
strengths
and
We can clearly articulate
weaknesses
relative
our strengths
andto
weaknesses
competitors,
andrelative
how they
to valued
competitors,
and
are
by customers.

3 Customer Insights
3 Customer Insights
We
posses the
the data
We posses
dataand
and
insights
for
a
holistic
insights for a holistic
understanding ofofour
understanding
our
customers’
needs.
customers’ needs.

how they are valued by
customers.

4 Customer Segmentation
4 Customer
Our segmentation
method
Segmentation
fits
our
business
Our segmentation
objectives,
and
arebusiness
clearly
method
fits
our
objectives,
and are
understood
by those
who
clearly
understood
by
benefit most
internally.
those who benefit most
internally.

5 Purchase Path Mapping
5 Purchase Path
We understand
Mapping our
customers’
buying criteria
We understand
our
and
make a purchase
customers’
buying
criteriaenabling
and make
a
decision,
us to
purchase
decision,
influence them.

enabling us to influence
them.

6 Resource Allocation

6 Resource Allocation
Our marketing
plan
Our
marketing
plan
allocated
resources
based
allocated resources
on a based
clear understanding
on a clear
understanding
of
highest impact of
highestpriorities.
impact
customer
customer priorities.

2 MktgOperation
Operation
222Mktg
We improve
operational
We improve
operational
efficiency
efficiency
by standardizing
by
standardizing
where
possible and
where possible
implementing
automation
and implementing
tools where relevant

automation tools where
relevant.

21 Value Measurement

21 Value Measurement
We define, track, analyse
We define, track, analyse
andcommunicate
communicate to
and
to
senior
executives
a small
senior
executives
a
set ofset
metrics
that clearly
small
of metrics
that
clearly demonstrate
demonstrate
Marketing’s
Marketing’s
contribution
contribution
to the
to the
business
goals.
business goals.
202Org.
0 Org.Structure
Structure
We
deliberately
We deliberately
designed
designed
our to
org
our
org structure
align
structure to align
with
our
go
to
market
with our go to market
strategy.
strategy.

ATTRIBUTE GRADING
5 Very High

Current Effectiveness

Potential Impact

5 = we do this regularly,
systematically, and with
continuous improvement

If performed to the highest
standard, the impact on our
business would be the
following:

4 = we do this regularly &
systematically
3 = we do this regularly, ad hoc
2 = we do this irregularly, ad hoc

5 = very high
4 = high
3 = moderate
2 = low
1 = no impact

4 High
3 Moderate
2 Low
1 No impact
1 Weak

2 Marginal

3 Adequate

4 Strong

5 Superior

CURRENT EFFECTIVENESS

9 RoleDefinition
Definition
191Role
Weknow
knowprecisely
precisely the
We
the
responsibilities
responsibilities that
that
marketing
be
marketingshould
should be
leading
and
leadingvsvssupporting,
supporting, and
when we should integrate
when we should integrate
more closely with sales,
more closely with sales,
R&D, corp comms, etc).

110
0 IInnovation
nnovation
We
systematically
We systematically
incorporate
customer
incorporate
customer
voice
NPD
voiceinto
intothe
the
NPD
process,ensuring
ensuring
process,
products
are
never
products
are
never
developedwithout
without
developed
Marketing’s early input.
Marketing’s early input.
1111 Sales
Sales EEnablement
nablement
We meaningfully &
We meaningfully &
measurably contribute
measurably
contribute
to
to the ability
of the sales
the
ability
of
the
sales
organization to speed
organization
to speed
time
time to close
& serve
to close & serve
customers
better.
customers better.

R&D, corp comms, etc).
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understand.

99 GGlobal
lobal StStrategy
rategy
Wehave
havefound
found
We
thethe
balancebetween
between
global
balance
global
brand
consistency
brand consistency andand
scale, and local brand
scale, and local brand
expression based on
expression
based
on local
local
needs.
needs.

URGENT CHALLENGES

1 = we don’t do this

18 Talent Development
18 Talent Development
We systematically
We systematically
update the update
the
competencies
competencies
required
required
of marketing
of marketing
and and
update
updateour
our talent
talent
accordingly.
accordingly.

7 Value Propositions
7 Value Propositions
WeWe
clearly
articulate
the
clearly
articulate
differentiated
value
we
the differentiated value
deliver,
and express
them
we deliver,
and express
in a way
in athem
way sales
staffsales
and
staff andunderstand.
customers
customers

8 Portfo8lioPortfolio
Management
WeManagement
rebalance our
We rebalance
our
investment
across our
investment
product
portfolioacross
based our
on
product
portfolioand
based
growth potential
on growth potential and
ability to strengthen the
ability to strengthen the
core
brand long term.
core brand long term.

POTENTIAL IMPACT

GUIDE

17 Advocacy
17 Advocacy
We listen to our
We listen
to our customers
customers
and
and
influencers
to spot
influencers to spot
and
and
engage
and
amplify
engage
and
amplify
advocates’
advocates’ voice.
voice.

16 Emerging Media
16 Emerging Media
We systematically
Wemonitor
systematically
monitor
emerging
emerging
media
and
media and prioritize
prioritize opportunities
to
opportunities
to test and
learn
testnew
andplatforms
learn new for
our
targetfor
audiences.
platforms
our target

audiences.

15 Touchpoint Selection
15 Touchpoint Selection
We allocate our
We
allocateon
ourmedia
spending
spending
and
ontouchpoints
media and touchpoints
based on
based
on a clear
a clear
understanding
of the ROI and
the
understanding
of the
ROI
effect
andmultiplier
the multiplier
effect
between
them.
between them.

14 Marketing Comms
14 Marketing Comms
We create measurably
We
create measurably
impactful
paid, earned
impactful
paid,
earned &
and owned
marcoms
and
ownedthem
marcoms
&
integrate
across
the most
integrate
themeffective
across the
channels
for our
target
most
effective
channels
for our audiences.
target audiences.

13 Content Marketing
13 Content Marketing
We develop content
Webased
develop
based
oncontent
insights
into
on our
insights
into
our
target
target audience
audience
andthe
tailor
the
and tailor
format
and channel
to most
format
and channel
to
effectively
most
effectivelyengage.
engage.

12 Partner Management

12 Partner Management
We collaborate with
We collaborate
with
our
our
distribution
partners
distribution
partners
to
to maximize long term
maximize
longsharing
term
profitability,
in a manner
profitability,
sharingthat
in a
drives
desired
partner
manner
that drives
behavior.
desired partner
behavior.

Brand Architecture
A simple exercise that can quickly reveal if your branding decisions make sense. To you, and to your customers.
1	Write a list of all the brands,
logos, and product names
you want to organise on a flip
chart

4	now add the brand names you
use for the products/services in
each division (or across divisions).
If it’s a logo, use a logo.

2	place your company brand
logo at the top of the chart

5	under each brand name, list
any brand extensions - such as
BRANDNAME® PRO

3	add the names of your
company divisions

6 all SKUs can be listed at the base

7 ANALYSIS
-D
 oes your business have a clear brand hierarchy?
-A
 re you a branded house? A house of brands?
Or a hybrid?
-D
 o you think your brands are understandable to
your customers?
- Is it clear which products belong under which
brands?

- Is it clear which brands receive the most
investment?
-H
 ow many brands can justify their existence?
(investment, time, money)
-W
 hich brands receive the majority of
investment.
-W
 hich brands deliver the majority of revenue?

Company
Brand

Company
Divisions

Brand
names

Brand
Extensions
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Brand Ladder
An interrogation tool for any product or service to reveal messaging
and positioning options. Start at the base and work your way up.

5

Summarise the entire ladder in one sentence using
this template:

POSITIONING STATEMENT

For [customer + insight] our [product name] gives
[Emotional Result] because it has [Product Feature]
which means they [Functional Benefits].

4

Assuming the benefit is correct, how does that
makes them feel.

3

What is the benefit for the customer of selecting
your product? What do they get out of it?

2

Write down your product attributes or
strengths, including proof points, highlighting
the differences to the competition.

Write down your customer profile, including
their needs and any important insights you have.
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1

EMOTIONAL RESULT

FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS

PRODUCT FEATURES

YOUR CUSTOMER

Growth strategy
Is your team aligned about where growth will come from?

1	Assess the various strategic options within the
relevant quadrant
2	Consider the internal and external risks of a successful
implementation
3	Contingency planning for the reaction from
competitors
4 Before entering New Markets, measure your brand
equity. Do you have the brand awareness and
relevant positioning to achieve commercial success?
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New Markets

The Ansoff Matrix is a planning tool for corporate
growth and for the marketing department. Once you
have identified where future growth will come from:

Market Development

Diversification

Existing Markets

What is your growth strategy? Is your current
positioning relevant for future markets and customers?

Market Penetration

Product Development

Existing Products

New Product

